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• What is the significance of knowing the technology available to you? 

When the technology is available it has a thesis of its very own for a means of blended 

learning that each person will take in a little more different than the other person who 

has also received an effective transfer to store away for the right time and purpose to be 

used as a skill. No one can actually say the deepness of the understanding that was 

received from one person and how effective another did or did not. But when thrown all 

together as a communicable message the trend begins to get set and a realization of its 

own is mattered and maybe never mentioned aloud.  

• Why is it essential to communicate clear expectations to learners? 

Every learner deserves an explicit road made clear to follow and the possibilities of one 

man’s expectation is offered from the instructor but in so many ways that can actually 

be recognized and used as a clarification within the way the transfer was received by 

the learners of what greatness the expectation has brought forth. It may not be captured 

in the beginning because learners have different ways that are the same and some may 

take longer than others to find the realization of was is a Great Expectation. 

• What additional considerations should the instructor take into account when 

setting up an online learning experience? 

The biggest consideration I feel that an instructor should appeal too is the fact that he or 

she takes the lesson and course for what it is as if everything should be developed by 



each student the same conclusive way; that is The Message Was Clear and 

Understood by each learner. But this is another means of assuming and an instructor 

should never assume that the learner has all at his or her reach to gain the transfer 

requested to be gotten in so little time. Many things can interfere or come about into the 

learner’s picture even if s/he does know the work. The biggest misunderstanding I find 

and I hope someday it too shall pass, is that each student or learner has the materials 

to work with including the technology that was considered to help receive the 

processing of the work required. Many students have had and maybe not as good as 

others the traits of a technology afforded. If I were in the instructors box I would not rely 

on what the other instructor was supposed to have taught and assume that the learning 

transfer was gotten by each and every student. I would suffice a demo of what is to be 

done and gathered by a certain length of time and from that demonstration alone it will 

take the student faster and further beyond expectations of assumption. 

Summarization 

The significant Virtue of launching an effective online learning experience as I 

have read from many of my peers can be taught from many mistakes that get 

made and discovered and if share properly can be an awesome merit towards the 

gap of understanding. Communicative means and diligent speculation when 

combined by those who want the facts and are not afraid of the truths can really 

be the warmest lesson to ever have in a class. This is the kind of lessons you 

really cannot place a price on for what the outcome has been forged from. 

 


